Excerpt from 2011 Admin Manual: Community Relations (3280R, page 8)

Fees for Use of Building for Each Session (AM, PM or Evening)

General Purpose Classroom $40

Pool Secondary Building*
  $ 65 < 1.50 hours used
  $125 > 1.50 hours used

Gymnasium*
  Elementary Building $75
  Secondary Building $80

Auditorium*
  Elementary Building $75
  Secondary Building $125

Cafeteria*
  Elementary Building $55
  Secondary Building $60

Planetarium - Space Lab $55

Kitchen $70

*Plus surcharge per hour for electricity for lighting. (The lighting per hour rate will be calculated semi-annually.)

Fees for Use of Outdoor Facilities *

A separate permit must be written for the use of each type of outdoor facility by each user for each season. This permit is required for organized tournaments and organized team use. The fee charged will be thirty dollars ($30) per day per permit.

Fees for additional work necessary for the use of baseball, football or soccer fields, or tracks, requested by permit holders will be as follows:

   Grass Mowing $100
   Field Marking $125
   Policing (at cost)
   Repairs to pitcher's mound (labor and materials)
   Use of press box, scoreboard $65
   P.A. system $65
   Use of stadium lights (at cost)

Additional charges for the after-event repair of fields and facilities, and cleaning of building areas or policing of grounds, will be at the rate of thirty dollars ($30) per hour.

* Fees for the usage of the artificial athletic fields follow a separate user and fee schedule. This schedule is approved by the Board of Education as a separate item and is not part of the reorganization meeting.